Replacing the Blade on XMU04
! CAUTION: This document is intended to be a supplement to the instruction manual. Reference the instruction
manual before installing or remove the blades.

! CAUTION: Always be sure that the tool is
switched off and the battery cartridge is removed
before carrying out any work on the tool.

STEP 1: Remove the Grass Receiver
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! CAUTION: When replacing the shear blades, always
wear gloves and attach the blade cover so that your
hands and face do not directly contact the blades.

STEP 2: Remove the Undercover
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Release the protusions on the grass receiver from the height
adjustment grooves on the tool.
1. Push forward on the
to slide the grass receiver towards the
front of the tool.
2. Pull grass receiver downwards to release the hinge and remove
from tool.

1. Press in the lever lock
2. Turn the undercover counter-clockwise until the
aligns
with the on the lever lock. Remove the undercover.
3. Remove grass shear blades

STEP 3: Flip the Crank

STEP 4: Place the Hedge Trimmer Blade

Loops
Crank Side 1

Crank Side 2

1. Remove the crank from the tool and flip it over.
2. Referencing the above red line, adjust the 3 pins to line up with
the alignment line
3. Reinsert the crank with Crank Side 2 facing out.

1. Ensure the loops on the hedge trimmer blade are aligned with
each other and centered with the hole on the base plate.
2. Place the hedge trimmer blade flush with the housing. The
center pin will insert into the hole on the base plate.
3. Tighten the (2) screws on the hedge trimmer blade to attach.

STEP 5: Replace the Undercover

Your Tool is Ready to Use

Place the undercover by lining the with the on the tool. Confirm
that the lock lever is in the groove of the undercover. Then, while
pressing the undercover in, turn the undercover clockwise until the
aligns with the on the tool.

Use this QR Code for
video instructions
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